Introd uction
One of the primary functions in a distributed network is the routing of messages between pairs of nodes. Assuming that a cost, or distance, is associated with each edge, it is desirable to route along shortest paths. This can be accomplished easily by maintaining a complete routing table at each of the n nodes in the network.
However, such tables are expensive for large networks, storing a total of 0(n 2) items of routing information, where each item is a node name. Thus, recent research has focused on identifying classes of network topologies for which the shortest paths information at each node can be stored succinctly, if suitable names are assigned to the nodes. Optimal routing schemes using a total of0(n) items of routing information have been given for networks such as trees, unit-cost rings [SK, vLT1] , complete networks, unit-cost grids [vLT2] , and networks at the lower end of a hierarchy identified in [FJ1) . Unfortunately, the approach in the above research does not yield a space-efficient scheme for even such a simple class as the series-parallel networks.
However, by shifting our focus to consider schemes that route along near-shortest paths, we have been able to generate space-efficient strategies for much broader classes of network topologies.
In this paper we present a near-optimal routing scheme for general planar networks. For any constant f, 0 < f < 1/3, our scheme can be set up to use O((l/f) logn)-bit names and O(n 1 + f ) items of routing information, and route between any source-destination pair of nodes along a path that is, in worst case, at most 7 times longer than a shortest path. Our approach makes use of separator strategies [LT,MJ to hierarchically decompose the network and generate names for the nodes. However, using only the Lipton-Tarjan [LTJ separator algorithm the best we are able to achieve is a scheme that uses O(n 4 / 3 ) space, although with a better bound of 3 on the routings. To reduce the storage to O(n1+o!:), we employ a combination of very sparse routing tables and interval routing [FJl] to route in succession to a number of intermediate destinations carefully placed at higher levels of the decomposition. We show how Miller's [M] algorithm can be applied to generate the structured separators necessary for encoding the interval routing information.
In related work [FJ2, FJ3] , we present a scheme that uses O(cnlogn) items and handles any network that can be recursively decomposed by separators of size at most a constant c. Examples of such networks are the series-parallel networks, for which c = 2, and the k-outerplanar networks, for k > 1 a constant, for which c = 2k.
Using only the names generated from a separator-based hierarchical decomposition of the network, our scheme realizes a worst-case bound of 3 on the routings. We show how to generate improved routings by succinctly encoding additional information in the node names. By augmenting the names with just O(clogclogn) additional bits, we are able to reduce the bound to 2 for c :5: 3, and to a value ranging from 2 to 3 as c increases. node is contained in exactly one region and is adjacent only to nodes contained in the region, whereas a boundary node is contained in two or more regions.
For any parameter f(n) < n, an f(n)-division of a planar graph is a division into EJ(n/J(n)) regions with a total of O(n/ Vf(n)) boundary nodes, where each region contains OU(n)) nodes and 0(";f(n)) boundary nodes. An f(n)-division algorithm, based on the planar separator of [LTl, is given in [FJ. 3. Hierarchical decomposition and naming in Scheme I
The node names are generated from a multi-level division of the network G into regions. The level 0 region R 1 consists of the nodes of G, with all nodes interior.
In general, the name of a region is of the form R"f' where 'Y is a sequence of positive integers. Let f(n) < n be a parameter to be specified later. For i > 1, let R"f be a level i -I region with n 1 nodes. If R.y has a nonzero number of interior nodes, then the f(n')-division algorithm is applied to it to generate the level i regions Let Sen) be the total amount of information stored in an n-node network.
Then, for positive constants a, band c, we have Sen) For the induction step, n 2:: (2c)9, we require dn 4 / 3 + cn 1 / 3 gn 8 / 9 5 gn 4 / 3 , i.e.,
:5 gl i.e., d + g/2 < g, which is true.
A few points are in order about our choice of constants. First, our choice of the threshold for n as (2C)9 was arbitrary. A threshold of ((1 + 6)C)9 for any 6 > 0 will do. Correspondingly, 9 = max {e, (1+ 1/6)d}. The second remark concerns the size of the constant e. We can bound e from above (quite generously) as follows. 
where! is any constant, 0 < e < 1.
Theorem 2. Consider the naming of the nodes of an n-node planar graph from a multi-level division, performed with respect to a parameter f(n) = n1-t:, where ! is any constant, 0 < E < 1. The node names are at most (3
Proof. At level 0 in the decomposition there is just one region of size n and no bOWldary nodes. It is easy to show that the division of a level i-I region into
bOWldary nodes of these level j regions. Furthermore, it can be established that the highest level number L in the decomposition is at most 1 + IOg1/(1_t:) logn = 1 + loglogn/log(l/(l-E)).
For i > 1, the name of a level i node v consists of 2i fields, namely: i integers which constitute the name of the level i -I region to which v is interior; an integer distinguisheri and i -I integers, each a level j designator, 0 5: j < i-I. These fields are separated by 2i -1 delimiters. The delimiter and the bits 0 and 1 used in the binary representation of the fields can be encoded using two bits each.
The number of bits needed to encode the region name is at most
The number of bits needed for the distinguisher is at most
The number of bits needed to encode all the designators is at most
Finally, the delimiters can be encoded using 2(2i -1) bits in all.
Summing these and simplifying, the total number of bits needed to encode the name of v is at most
, noting that log(l/(l-,)) > ,. I
Routing in Scheme I
A message is routed from a source s to a destination d as follows. 
< 3p(s,d), as p(s,.;) + p(d,d):O; p(s,d) I

An improved space bound for planar networks
We now present Scheme IT in which the storage is reduced to O(n 1+t:) items, where e is any constant, 0 < e < 1/3. The scheme uses O((l/e) logn)-bit names and has a performance bound of 7. To reduce the storage, we maintain at each node a routing table "for only certain closest ancestors and descendants. However, the previous routing strategy will not work now, since the routing tables are very sparse. To overcome this problem, we introduce an additional phase in the routing, in which the message is routed to a pair of intermediate destinations carefully placed at a higher level in the decomposition. We show how to choose a good, though not necessarily optimal, path for this phase, for which the multi-interval labelling scheme from [FJl] can be used to succinctly encode the routing information in interval form.
The network is decomposed essentially as in Scheme I. However, in order to set up the multi-interval routing information, the boundary nodes of each region must lie on one or more cycles. 
Routing information in Scheme II
Let v be a level j node, j > 1. For each level i 2: j, shortest paths information IS maintained at v for only those of its descendants for which it is the closest ancestor for level i. Let T be a tree of shortest paths from v to these descendants.
Starting at v, depth-first numbers are assigned to the nodes of T, and at each node, the edge joining it to a child is labelled by a subinterval of depth-first numbers, representing all nodes in the subtree rooted at the child. A table is stored at v, mapping node names to depth-first numbers. A shortest routing from v to any node tL in T is performed by having each node on the path use the depth-first number of u, recorded in the message header by V, to choose the appropriate edge to route over.
For each level i < J', the closest ancestor of v for level i is identified, and the name of the parent of V in the tree rooted at that ancestor is stored at v. Thus v can perform a shortest routing to this ancestor.
For any level i 2: i, let R be a level i region for which v is a boundary node. Let R' be the level i-I region containing R, and B the set of boundary nodes associated with the division of R'. The following information maintained at venables it to route to the nodes in B.
A table of designators is stored at v, mapping the level i designator of each node u in B to its name. For each u, a level number 1 is maintained at v, where -: :5 i is the largest integer for which there is a shortest (v, u)-path in G wholly in the level 1-1 region R containing R.
Furthermore, consider each u for which there is at least one (v,u)-path in G wholly in R', and let P be a least-cost such path. The name nextmilestonev (u) of the first node from B on P (in the direction from v to u) is stored at v. The routing from v to u is performed along P. Path P consists of segments, each of which is wholly in some level i region resulting from the division of R', and whose endpoints are boundary nodes of the level i region. Furthermore, each segment is a shortest such segment. For instance, the first segment has endpoints v and next..milestonev (u) , and, without loss of generality, lies wholly in region R. Each intermediate node on this segment routes to next..milestonev (u) . The routing in-formation for this segment can be set up using the multi-interval labelling scheme from IFJ1j, as follows.
In the decomposition, the boundary nodes of each region lie on cycles. Let region R have t boundary nodes lying on p~1 cycles. Associate an integer between 1 and t, called an interval name, with each boundary node by proceeding around each cycle in turn, as described in [FJ1] .
The following lemma shows that the routing information for the boundary nodes of R can be encoded succinctly at each node of R as subintervals of interval names labelling each incident edge.
Lemma 2. At any node w of R, the ends of all the edges incident with w can be labelled with at most 3p +degree(w) -2 subintervals of [1, t] such that the following is true. Let z be any boundary node of R reachable from w by a path in G that is wholly contained in R. Then, the first edge on a shortest such (w,z)-path is the one whose label at w contains the interval name of z. Let Sen) the total space used for an n-node network. Then, for positive con-
for any constant f", 0 < f" < 1/3. With an appropriate choice of basis we then have , for some positive constant e, The following lemma bounds the number of intervals used by the multi-interval labelling scheme at level!.
Lemma 3. The multi-interval labelling scheme at level 1 uses a total of D(n) intervals.
Proof. We first derive an upper bound on the number of cycles on the boundaries of the level! regions, counting separately each occurrence of a cycle on a level 1 region boundary. In worst case the cycles are all vertex-disjoint, so that the number of cycles is one less than the number of level 1 regions, which is 0(njf(n)). Since each cycle is on the boundary of two level 1 regions, the desired upper bound is
EJ(nj f(n)).
Let PR be the number of cycles on the boundary of level 1 region R, and let w be any node of R. From Lemma 2 it follows that the total number of intervals maintained for R by all nodes w is less than
since R has at most cf(n) nodes for some constant c, and the induced subgraph of G on R is planar. Thus the total number of intervals for all level! regions is less than The following theorem establishes the performance bound of the routing. 
